A novel nonsense B3GALTL mutation confirms Peters plus syndrome in a patient with multiple malformations and Peters anomaly.
Peters plus syndrome is an autosomal recessive rare congenital disorder defined by corneal Peters anomaly with short disproportionate stature, development delay and dysmorphic facial features. In addition, cardiac, genito-urinary and/or central nervous system malformations can be present. Mutations in the beta-1,3-galactosyltransferase-like glycosyltransferase gene (B3GALTL) have been reported in patients with Peters plus syndrome prompting phenotype-genotype studies because of the variable clinical spectrum related to the syndrome. A 20 month old boy presenting with bilateral Peters anomaly in association with multiple developmental anomalies including cerebral malformations was found to carry a novel homozygous B3GALTL nonsense mutation [p.Tyr366X]. This is the first stop mutation described in association with this gene. The present report confirms the wide clinical spectrum of Peters plus syndrome, underlines the major clinical criteria of the syndrome and the major implication of B3GALTL gene in this condition. Ophthalmologic examination in multiple developmental anomalies remains an important clinical issue that may lead to specific gene screening. In Peters plus syndrome B3GALTL molecular test provides diagnosis confirmation and improves dramatically genetic counselling for the families.